
 
Workshop – 7 - Currency and competition: How to manage world challenges? 

 

 Currency is the first thing that is talked about. Central banks were never active and never heard 

of but now all the central banks are hyper active and the activism would continue. 

 World is driven by Intellectual quotient+ Emotional quotient+ Technological quotient+ Bloody 

quick. Switzerland has met all the criteria, but it should more people quotient working towards  

 Switzerland is more beautiful, religiously and politically clean, it has a price and value, now it 

should create priceless value 

 Travellers speak about people when they travel more than anything. “ People love people” . So 

Switzerland should become more “ Friendly”  and add charming to the country’s image 

 It should add a charming quotient to its image then currency fluctuations shouldn’t stop them. 

Adding to it the country should become more friendly 

 All the countries can’t avoid market speculations. Information is travelled due to technological 

visibility 

 Till now the market situation was getting   deliver more for less but now it moved to “Deliver 

more with less”. Not only concerning sustainability but also cost of labour, other costs 

 In the near future, natural resources like fish are going to become extremely expensive 

 For the question whether alternate currency like Bitcoin would replace the currency and solve 

the problems: There is no significant chance of alternative currency replacement  

 Despite the negative interest rate of Switzerland, it doesn’t affect because people are batching 

on appreciation of the currency 

 For the question whether people living in Switzerland and buying goods from Germany or France 

affects the Swiss economy: There are few services which can’t be replaced and domestically 

these services can’t be replaced by foreign services. So, it doesn’t have any influence 

 There is no reason for Switzerland to be a part of EU, because it is a global country which is good 

at service industries 

 Innovation, Creativity, Disruption and Transformation It would drive the world and how 

companies are doing this would matter rather than worried about the currency 

 Creativity should bring into effect soon for Switzerland and act quick to move on 

 Due to Swiss franc, it is important for all the Swiss companies to reinvent themselves and 

getting the creative juices out. This is good opportunity and burning platform for creativity, 

considering the strong survival instinct of Switzerland 

 

 

  


